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The Master Budget Project:
Create Queries to Feed Reports
Last month we created autoforms to use

Before we move forward, it is important

query: Product Name, Part Description,

for data entry and navigation. This

that your database reflects this. Once it

Units Needed, Cost Per Unit. Either

month we will create a query that will

does, we can create the report. This

double-click or drag the fields into the

collect data to be used for our first

process will take two steps: designing

lower part of the query design window.

report—a Materials List similar to the list-

the query, followed by designing the

ing of materials on the Excel Budget

report.

the Extended Cost. In the first empty
Field box, type the calculation—Extended

sheet.
Figure 1 shows the Material table

Materials List Report

Cost: [Units Needed]*[Cost Per Unit].

after we have entered data. Notice that

Create a query with the data for the

Right-click the Extended Cost calculation

it includes the Product Number and Part

report. You may want to reference the

and select Properties. Set the format to

Number. This is important because those

January 2009 Access article to help you

Currency (see Figure 2).

fields are needed for the unique Materi-

create a query that includes these three

als Lists for the bikes. In essence, this

tables and the illustrated fields.

table relates the bicycle parts to the

To create the query, go to the Create

Data vs. Information
Creating the query is where the differ-

products. This is a critical relationship

tab and click Query Design to open a

ences between data and information

needed to make the database effective.

QBE (Query by example) grid. Double-

become clear. Data is what we enter into

click each of the three tables (Part, Mate-

a data table. It is raw facts. Information

rial, and Product) to bring them into the

is something that can help a business-

grid in the lower part of the query

person make effective decisions. The

design. Close the Show Table window

table relationships enable us to take the

when you have finished selecting tables.

data and create information. A good rule

Figure 1. Material Table

You may want to move the tables

data to each report. Then as you want to

straighten out any crossing relationship

change the data that appears in the

lines. These lines are there because we

report, you can use the query to always

created relationships between the tables.

select the appropriate data.
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When all of the needed fields are in

without saving and complete the rela-

the query, the report wizard can be used

tionships before going any further.

to design a report quickly. Figure 3

Now select the fields to include in the
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of thumb is to create a query to feed

around to show all the fields and

If you haven’t done this, close the query
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We also want the query to calculate

shows the results of the query after it

Figure 2. Building the Query
has been run. Next month
we will go through the
process of creating a report
that uses the data from this
query.
This month’s database is
named SF_April_2011.mdb.
As always, let me know if
you have any questions.
You will find the database
in the Publications Group at
LinkUp IMA. Some of you
have asked me for copies
of the database. Given the
difficulty in sending Access
files through e-mail (many
mail programs won’t allow it), it is best

Figure 3. Query Result

downloaded from the website. SF
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